Motivated by vision-based reinforcement learning (RL) problems, in particular Atari games from the recent benchmark Aracade Learning Environment (ALE), we consider spatio-temporal prediction problems where future (image-)frames are dependent on control variables or actions as well as previous frames. While not composed of natural scenes, frames in Atari games are high-dimensional in size, can involve tens of objects with one or more objects being controlled by the actions directly and many other objects being influenced indirectly, can involve entry and departure of objects, and can involve deep partial observability. We propose and evaluate two deep neural network architectures that consist of encoding, actionconditional transformation, and decoding layers based on convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural networks. Experimental results show that the proposed architectures are able to generate visually-realistic frames that are also useful for control over approximately 100-step action-conditional futures in some games. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to make and evaluate long-term predictions on high-dimensional video conditioned by control inputs. arXiv:1507.08750v1 [cs.
Introduction
Over the years, deep learning approaches (see [6, 21] for survey) have shown great success in many visual perception problems (e.g., [14, 7, 26, 8] ). However, modeling videos (i.e., building a generative model) is still a very challenging problem because it usually involves high-dimensional naturalscene data with complex temporal dynamics. Thus, recent studies have mostly focused on modeling simple video data, such as bouncing balls or small video patches, where the next frame is highlypredictable based on the previous frames [23, 17, 16] . In many applications, however, future frames are not only dependent on previous frames but also on additional control or action variables. For example, the first-person-view in a vehicle is affected by wheel-steering and acceleration actions. The camera observation of a robot is similarly dependent on its movement and changes of its camera angle. More generally, in vision-based reinforcement learning (RL) problems, learning to predict future images conditioned on future actions amounts to learning a model of the dynamics of the agent-environment interaction; such transition-models are an essential component of model-based learning approaches to RL. In this paper, we focus on Atari games from the Arcade Learning Environment (ALE) [4] as a source of challenging action-conditional video modeling problems. While not composed of natural scenes, frames in Atari games are high-dimensional in size, can involve tens of objects with one or more objects being controlled by the actions directly and many other objects being influenced indirectly, can involve entry and departure of objects, and can involve deep partial observability. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to make and evaluate long-term predictions on high-dimensional images conditioned by control inputs. This paper proposes, evaluates, and contrasts two spatio-temporal prediction architectures based on deep networks that incorporate action variables (See Figure 1) . The architectures divide the prediction problem into three parts: encoding, action-conditional transformation, and decoding. One architecture is based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and the other on recurrent neural networks (RNNs). The encoding part computes high-level abstractions of input frames, the actionconditional transformation part predicts the abstraction of the next frame conditioned on the action, and finally the decoding part maps the predicted high-level abstraction to a detailed frame. The feedforward architecture takes the last 4 frames as input while the recurrent architecture takes just the last frame but has recurrent connections as shown in Figure 1b . Our experimental results on predicting images in Atari games show that our architectures are able to generate realistic frames over 100-step action-conditional future frames without diverging. We show that the representations learned by our architectures 1) approximately capture natural similarity among actions, and 2) discover which objects are directly controlled by the agent's actions and which are only indirectly influenced or not controlled at all. We evaluated the usefulness of our architectures for control in two ways: 1) by replacing emulator frames with predicted frames in a previously-learned model-free controller (DQN; DeepMind's state of the art Deep-Q-Network for Atari Games [18, 19] ), and 2) by using the predicted frames to drive a more informed than random exploration strategy to improve a model-free controller (also DQN).
Related Work
Uncontrolled Video Prediction using Deep Networks. The problem of video prediction has led to a variety of architectural proposals in the deep learning literature. A recurrent temporal restricted Boltzmann machine (RTRBM) [23] was proposed to learn temporal correlations from sequential data by introducing recurrent connections in RBM. A structured RTRBM (sRTRBM) [17] scaled up RTRBM by learning dependency structures between observations and hidden variables from data. More recently, Michalski et al. [16] proposed a higher-order gated autoencoder (HGAE) that defines multiplicative interactions between consecutive frames and mapping units. By assuming temporal consistencies in high-order mapping units, they suggest that temporal prediction problem can be viewed as learning and inferring transformations between consecutive images. Srivastava et al. [22] applied sequence to sequence learning framework [25] to a video domain, and showed that deep LSTM networks are capable of generating video of bouncing handwritten digits. In contrast to these previous studies that consider only previous frames to predict future frames, this paper tackles problems where control variables affect temporal dynamics, motivated by vision-based RL. In addition, we scale up spatio-temporal prediction to larger-size images than previous work. ALE: Combining Deep Learning and RL. Atari 2600 games provide very challenging environments for RL because of high-dimensional visual observations, partial observability, and delayed rewards. Approaches that combine deep learning and RL have made significant advances [18, 19, 9] . Specifically, DQN [18] combined Q-learning [29] with a CNN and achieved state-of-the-art performance on many Atari games. Guo et al. [9] used the ALE-emulator as a means for making action-conditional predictions and slow UCT [13] , a Monte-Carlo tree search method, to generate training data for a fast-acting CNN, which outperformed DQN on several domains. Throughout this paper we will use DQN to refer to the architecture used in [18] (a more recent work [19] used a deeper CNN with more data to produce the currently best-performing Atari game players). There have been few attempts to learn from ALE data a transition-model that makes action-conditional predictions of future frames. One line of work [2, 3] divides game images into patches and applies a Bayesian model averaging framework to predict patch-based observations. However, this approach assumes that neighboring patches are enough to predict the center patch, which is not true in Atari games because of many complex interactions (e.g., shooting an enemy changes the score pixels). They present average log loss of 1-step predictions. In this paper we make and evaluate long-term predictions both for quality of pixels generated and for usefulness to control.
Proposed Architectures and Training Method
The goal of our architectures is to learn a function f :
, where x t and z t are the frame and action variables at time t, and x t−k+1:t are the frames from time t − k + 1 to time t, i.e., the last k frames. Figure 1 shows our two architectures that are each composed of encoding layers that extract spatio-temporal features from the input frames (Section 3.1), action-conditional transformation layers that transform the encoded features into a prediction of the next frame in high-level feature space by introducing action variables as additional input (Section 3.2) and finally decoding layers that map the predicted high-level features into pixels (Section 3.3). Our architectural contributions are in the novel action-conditional transformation component as well as in the novel use of the overall resulting architecture in vision-based RL domains.
Feedforward encoding and Recurrent encoding
We present two different types of encoding architecture: feedforward encoding and recurrent encoding as shown in Figure 1 .
Feedforward encoding takes a fixed history of previous frames as an input, which is concatenated through channels (see Figure 1a ), and stacked convolution layers extract spatio-temporal features directly from the concatenated frames. The encoded feature vector h enc t ∈ R h at time t can be formulated as:
where x t−k+1:t ∈ R k×n×m denotes k frames of n × m pixel images. CNN is a mapping from raw concatenated pixels to a high-level feature vector using multiple convolution layers, each of which is followed by a rectifier nonlinearity [20] , and a fully-connected layer at the end. This encoding can be viewed as early-fusion [12] (other types of fusions, e.g., late-fusion or 3D convolution [28] can also be applied to this architecture).
Recurrent encoding takes one frame as an input for each time-step and extracts high-level spatiotemporal features using an RNN in which the temporal dynamics is modeled by the recurrent layer on top of the high-level feature vector extracted by convolution layers (see Figure 1b ). In this paper, long short-term memory (LSTM) [10] without peephole connection is used for the recurrent layer as follows:
Intuitively, LSTM units retain information from deep history of inputs using memory cells, and CNN (x t ) is given as input to the LSTM so that the LSTM captures temporal correlations from high-level spatial features.
Multiplicative Action-Conditional Transformation
The transformation layer should be able to predict different frames for different agent-actions. A straightforward approach would be to simply concatenate the action into the encoded feature vector and use a fully-connected layer to map to the predicted feature vector. In this approach, however, the encoded feature vector and the action-vector contribute to the prediction independently as an additive interaction, which arguably makes it difficult for the actions to "condition" the transformation. To allow the action to condition the transformation, we propose multiplicative interactions between the encoded feature vector and the control variables as follows:
W ∈ R h×h×z is 3-way tensor weight, and b ∈ R h is bias. When the action z is represented using one-of-k vectors, using a 3-way tensor is equivalent to using different weight matrices for each action. This enables the architecture to model different transformations for different actions. The advantages of multiplicative interactions have been discussed in image and text modelling problems [27, 24, 15] . In practice, however, the 3-way tensor is not scalable because of its large number of parameters. Thus, we approximate the tensor by factorizing into three matrices as follows [27] ,
and f is the number of factors. Unlike the 3-way tensor, the above factorization shares the weights between different actions by mapping them to the size-f factors. This sharing may be desirable relative to the full 3-way tensor when there are common temporal dynamics in the data across different actions (e.g., 'left+fire' and 'left' in Atari games); this is discussed further in Section 4.3.
Convolutional Decoding
It has been recently shown that a CNN is capable of generating an image given fully-specified attributes of the image [1] . Inspired by this, we apply this idea to our end-to-end deep architecture for video prediction. In our method, convolutional filters are used to decode high-level features encoded and transformed by CNN instead of attributes. More specifically, the transformed feature vector h dec is decoded into pixels by repeatedly applying 2 × 2 upsampling and a convolution layer.
Incremental Training
Given the training data D = (x n 1 , z n 1 ) , ..., x n Tn , z n Tn N n=1 , the model is trained to minimize the sum of the squared loss of K-step predictions as follows:
wherex n t+k is a k-step future prediction. Intuitively, the network is repeatedly unrolled through K time steps by using its prediction as an input for the next time-step. The model is trained in multiple phases based on increasing K, as suggested by Michalski et al. [16] . In other words, the model is trained to predict short-term future frames and fine-tuned to predict longer-term future frames after the previous phase converges. A mini-batch gradient descent with backpropagation through time (BPTT) is used to optimize the parameters of the network by sampling training sequences from the training data.
Experiments
In the experiments that follow, we have the following goals for our two architectures. 1) To evaluate the predicted frames in two ways: qualitatively evaluating the generated video, and quantitatively evaluating the pixel-based squared loss, 2) To evaluate the usefulness of predicted frames for control in two ways: by replacing the emulator's frames with predicted frames for use by DQN, and by using the predictions to improve exploration in DQN, and 3) To qualitatively evaluate the representations learned by our architectures.
We begin by describing the details of the data, and model architecture parameters, and baselines.
Data and Preprocessing. We replicated DQN and used our replication to generate game-play video datasets using -greedy policy with = 0.2, which means DQN is forced to choose a random action with 20% probability. For each game, the dataset consists of about 600, 000 training frames and 60, 000 test frames with actions chosen by DQN. Following DQN, actions are chosen once every 4 frames which reduces the 60fps video to 15fps video. The number of actions available in games varies from 3 to 18, and they are represented as 1-of-k vectors. As in DQN, every image (210 × 160) is down-sampled to 84 × 84 pixels and gray-scaled. We preprocessed the images by subtracting mean pixel values and dividing each pixel value by 128.
Network Architecture and Training. The same network architecture is used for all game domains. The encoding layers consist of 3 convolution layers and one fully-connected layer. The first convolution layer has 64, 6 × 6 filters with stride of 2. The second and third convolution layers have 64, 6 × 6 filters with stride of 2 and padding of 2. The fully-connected layer consists of 1024 hidden units. Every layer is followed by a rectified linear function [20] . For the feedforward encoding network, last 4 frames are used as an input for each time-step. In the recurrent encoding network, a LSTM layer with 1024 hidden units is added on top of the fully connected layer. The recurrent encoding network takes one frame for each time-step, but it is unrolled through last 11 frames to initialize the LSTM hidden units before making a prediction. The number of factors in the transformation layer is 2048. The architecture of decoding layers is symmetric with respect to the encoding layers. We trained the model by increasing the number of prediction steps: 1, 3, and 5. Our implementation is based on Caffe toolbox [11] .
Baselines. In the following experiments, the proposed models are compared with two baselines that do not incorporate actions. The first, patch-wise no-action linear regression (or naLinear) takes randomly sampled 16 × 16 patches concatenated through last four frames (4 × 16 × 16), and predicts a 16×16 patch of the next frame. During testing, the linear regression model predicts every patch by sliding windows with overlap, and the overlapped pixels are averaged. A second baseline, no-action feedforward (or naFf ) is the same as the feedforward encoding architecture (Figure 1a ) except that the transformation layer consists of one fully-connected layer that does not get the action as input.
Evaluation of Predicted Frames
Qualitative Evaluation: Prediction video. The prediction videos of our models and baselines are available at the following website: https://sites.google.com/a/umich.edu/ junhyuk-oh/action-conditional-video-prediction. 1 As seen in the videos, our proposed models make qualitatively reasonable predictions over 30 ∼ 500 steps depending on the game. In all games, the naLinear baseline quickly diverges, and the naFf baseline fails to predict the As the recurrent encoding model makes a small translation error at the beginning, this leads to a situation in which the true position of the controlled object is in the bottom corridor while the predicted position is still above the bottom corridor. The agent moves leftwards from then on which is not possible in the predicted position and so the controlled object in recurrent encoding gets stuck. This is less likely to happen in feedforward encoding because its position prediction is more accurate. (b) The objects move down after staying at the same location for the first five steps. The feedforward encoding model fails to predict this movement (see last three frames) because it only gets the last four frames as input while the recurrent encoding model predicts the downwards movement correctly. object controlled by the actions. An example of predictions over 270 steps in Freeway is illustrated in Figure 2 . We observed that both models predict complex local translations very well such as the movement of vehicles and the object controlled by the agent. They can predict interactions between objects such as collision of two objects. Since our architectures effectivly extract hierarchical features using CNN, they are able to make a prediction that requires a global context. For example, in Figure 2 However, both of our models have difficulty in accurately predicting small objects, such as bullets in Space Invaders. This is because squared loss gives only small error signals when the model fails to predict small objects during training. Another difficulty is in handling stochasticity. In Seaquest, new objects appear from the left side or right side randomly, and these are hard to predict. Although our models do generate new objects with reasonable shapes and movements (e.g., after appearing they move as in the true frames), the generated frames do not necessarily match the ground-truth.
Quantitative Evaluation: Squared Prediction Error. Mean squared error over 20-step predictions is reported in Figure 3 (see caption for details). Our predictive models outperform the two baselines for all domains. However, the gap between our predictive models and no-action-feedforward baseline is not very large except for Seaquest. This is due to the fact that the object directly controlled by the action occupies only a small part of the image.
Qualitative Analysis of Relative Strengths and Weaknesses of Feedforward encoding and Recurrent encoding. We hypothesize that feedforward encoding can model precise spatial transformations more easily because its convolutional filters can learn temporal correlations directly from pixels in the multiple concatenated frames. In contrast, convolutional filters in recurrent encoding can learn only spatial features from the one-frame input, and the temporal context has to be captured by the recurrent layer on top of the high-level CNN feature vector, which does not have localized The models corresponding to each curve are the same as in Figure 3 . The solid horizontal lines are the performance of the DQN controller when given the true frames, and the dashed horizontal lines correspond to scores achieved by purely random play. The x-axis is the number of steps of prediction before re-initialization with real frames. The y-axis is the average game score measured from 30 plays.
information. On the other hand, recurrent encoding is more flexible and potentially better for modelling long-term dependencies, because the recurrent layer can account for an arbitrary number of frames, whereas feedforward encoding is not suitable for modelling long-term dependencies because it takes more memory and parameters as more frames are concatenated.
As evidence, in Figure 4a we show a case that feedforward encoding is better at predicting the precise movement of the action-controlled object, while recurrent encoding makes a 1-2 pixel translation error. This small spatial error leads to entirely different predicted frames after a few steps. Since the architecture of feedforward encoding and recurrent encoding is identical except for the encoding part, we conjecture that this result is mainly due to the failure of precise spatio-temporal encoding in recurrent encoding. On the other hand, recurrent encoding is better at predicting when the enemies move in Space Invaders as illustrated in Figure 4b . This is due to the fact that the enemies move after 9 steps, which is hard for feedforward encoding to predict because it takes only the last four frames as input. We observed similar results showing that feedforward encoding cannot handle long-term dependencies in other games. In Freeway, for example, the controlled-object cannot move for 9 steps when it starts a new stage. Feedforward encoding sometimes moves the controlled-object in this situation.
Evaluating Usefulness of Predictions for Control
Replacing Real Frames with Predicted Frames as Input to DQN. Since squared loss does not measure how meaningful the predictions are for playing the games, we implement an alternative evaluation method that uses the predictive model to replace the game emulator as follows. A DQN controller that takes the last four frames is first pre-trained using real frames and then used to play the games based on = 0.05−greedy policy where the input frames are generated by our predictive model instead of the game emulator. To evaluate how the depth of predictions influence the quality of control, we re-initialize the predictions using the true last frames after every n-steps of prediction for 1 ≤ n ≤ 100. Note that the DQN controller never sees a true frame, just the outputs of our predictive models.
The results are shown in Figure 5 . Unsurprisingly, replacing real frames with predicted frames reduces the score. However, in all the games using the model to repeatedly predict only a few time steps yields a score very close to that of using real frames. Our two architectures produce much better scores than the two baselines for deep predictions than would be suggested based on the much smaller differences in squared loss. The likely cause of this is that our models are better able to predict the movement of the object directly controlled by the actions relative to the baselines even though such an ability may not always lead to better squared loss error. In three out of the five games the score remains much better than the score of random play even when using a 100 steps of prediction (repeatedly) before re-initialization. In Freeway and Space Invaders the predictions seem particularly good at replacing the emulator. In Freeway, where recurrent encoding clearly outperforms feedforward encoding, we observed that the feedforward encoding network sometimes fails to keep track of the directly-controlled-object when the agent starts a new stage. Improving DQN via Informed Exploration. To learn control in an RL domain, exploration of actions and states is necessary because without it the agent can get stuck in a badly sub-optimal policy. In the DQN paper, the CNN-based agent was trained using an -greedy policy in which the agent picks the greedy action 1 − percent of the time and a random action percent of the time. Such random exploration is a basic strategy that produces sufficient exploration, but can be slower than more informed exploration strategies. Our informed exploration strategy is to again take the greedy action 1− percent of the time but for the -percent exploratory actions to pick one that takes the agent to a frame that has been visited least often (say in the last d time steps). Implementing such a exploration strategy requires a predictive model because the next frame for each possible action has to be considered.
Specifically, we store the most recent d frames in a trajectory memory, denoted D = x i d i=1 . The predictive model is used to get the next frame x a for every action a. We estimate the visit-frequency for every predicted frame by summing the similarity between the predicted frame and the most d recent frames stored in the trajectory memory using an exponential kernel over the pixels as follows:
where x i ∈ D is the i-th frame in the trajectory memory, δ is a threshold, and σ is a kernel bandwidth. 2 Table 1 summarizes our results. The informed exploration improves DQN's performance using our predictive model in three of five games (with the most significant improvement in QBert); see Figure 6 for a heatmap that shows the informed exploration strategy improving the initial experience of DQN. This preliminary result shows one way our predictive models can be used to improve DQN's game play; recall that DQN is the state of the art architecture for playing Atari games.
Analysis of Learned Representations
Similarity among Action Representations. In the factored multiplicative interactions, every action is linearly transformed to f factors (W z z in Equation 4). In Figure 7 we present the cosine similarity between every pair of action-factor representations after training in Seaquest. 'N' and 'F' corresponds to 'no-operation' and 'fire'. Black arrows and white arrows correspond to movements with or without 'fire'. It turns out that there are strong positive correlation between actions that have the same movement directions such as 'up' and 'up+fire'. There are also negative correlations between actions that have opposite moving directions such as 'up+right' and 'down+left'. Both of these effects are reasonable and discovered automatically in learning good predictions.
Distinguishing Controlled and Uncontrolled Objects. This is a hard and interesting problem in it's own right. Bellemare et al. [5] proposed a framework to learn contingent regions, the parts of an image affected by the agent's action, and suggested that contingency awareness is useful for model-free RL agents. As we illustrate below, our architectures implicitly learn contingent regions as they learn to predict the entire image.
Prev. frame Next frame Predic0on
Ac0on Non--Ac0on In our architectures, a factor dimension (f i = (w z i ) z) with higher variance measured over all possible actions, Var
2 , is more likely to transform an image differently depending on actions. Thus, we assume that such factor dimensions are responsible for transforming the part of the image related to the actions. Based on this assumption, we collected the high variance (>0.001) dimensions from the model trained on Space Invaders into a "highvar" subset (around 40% of factors), and collected the remaing dimensions into a "lowvar" subset. Given an image and an action, we did two controlled forward propagations: giving only highvar factor dimensions (by setting the other factors to zeros) and vice versa. The results are visualized as 'Action' and 'Non-Action' image in Figure 8 . Interestingly, given only highvar-dimensions (Action case), the model predicts sharply the movement of the object controlled by actions, while the other objects are much more blurry. In contrast, given only lowvar-dimensions (Non-Action case), the model predicts the movement of the enemies and the background more sharply, and the controlled object stays at the previous location. This result implies that our model learns to distinguish between controlled objects and uncontrolled objects and transform them using disentangled representations.
Conclusion
This paper introduced two different novel deep architectures that predict future frames that are dependent on actions and showed qualitatively and quantitatively that they are able to predict visuallyrealistic and useful-for-control frames over 100-step futures on several Atari game domains. To our knowledge, this is the first paper to show good deep predictions in Atari games. Since our architectures were domain independent we expect that they will generalize to many vison-based RL problems. In future work we will learn models that predict future reward in addition to predicing future frames and evaluate the performance of our architectures in model-based RL.
A Informed Exploration
The entire DQN algorithm combined with informed exploration is described in Algorithm 1. The bold texts show the modifications on the original DQN algorithm. Comparison to random exploration. Figure 9 visualizes the difference between random exploration and informed exploration in two games. In Freeway, where the agent gets rewards by reaching the top lane, the agent move only around the bottom area in the random exploration so that it takes about 4.6 × 10 5 steps to get the first reward. On the other hand, the agent moves around all locations in the informed exploration and receives the first reward in 86 steps. The similar result is found in Ms Pacman.
Application to Deep Q-learning. The results of the informed exploration using the game emulator and our predictive model are reported in Figure 10 and Table 2 with the baselines. Two published results of DQN [18, 19] and our DQN replication. Our replication follows [18] , which uses a smaller CNN than [19] . 56 steps) . The submarine is filling the oxygen tank at the surface of the sea (the oxygen level is increasing). It stays at the same location regardless of the actions until the oxygen tank is filled up. 8 steps) . The predictions made by our models are almost same as ground-truth images. The small object (chicken), which is controlled by the agent, is diffused in the predictions of naFf. 8 steps) . In this game, the player has to visit every cube location in order to change their colors. The actions do not affect the game play when the object is moving from cube to cube. In this figure, the controllable object moves from the third row to the fourth row from 1-step to 8-step. 8 steps) . The pacman, which is controlled by the player, moves from left to right in the bottom corridor. The challenge in this game is that the shape of the pacman is very similar to that of the enemies, and the enemies are randomly blinking. 
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Step Ground Truth Although the generated objects are not correct, their shape and color are realistic. In this figure, the model predicts that the submarine dies when it crashes with a 'virtual' enemy.
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Step . This requires the model to capture the temporal depenendencies from the images in order to make an accurate prediction.
